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To whom it may concern 

RE: Coastal Management State Environmental Planning Policy Explanation ofIntended Effects. 

Thank you for lhe opportunity to formally respond to discussion paper, as noted above. 


Darkinjung LALC has now reviewed the proposal, answered relevant questions and provides the following 


recommendations that we wish Office of Environment and Heritage to consider. 


Question 1: Should Councils be able to propose changes to the maps for all or some of the coastal 


management areas? 


Answer: Yes, based on the information within the Coastal Management State Environmental Planning Policy 


Explanation of Intended Effects. 


Question 2: Should the development controls be included in the proposed Coastal Management SEPP or as a 


mandatory clause in council LEPSs? 


Answer: Yes. 


Question 3: Do the proposed development controls for mapped coastal wetlands and littoral rainforests 


remain appropriate for that Land? 


Answer: Ye, retain a 100 metre perimeter (buffer) for littoral rainforests and add a 100 metre perimeter to 


coastal wetland as proposed. 


Question 4: Do you support the inclusion of a new lOOm perimeter area around the mapped wetlands, 


including the application or additional development controls? 


Answer: We support the lncluslon of the 100 perimeter area around the mapped wetlands. Any development 


within the 100 perimeter must also consider Aboriginal Cultural Heritage and places. 


Question 5: Are the proposed developments co'ntrols for mapped coastal vulnerability areas appropriate for 


that land? 


Answer: Yes although the development controls for mapped coastal vulnerability areas must also include the 


protection of any Aboriginal cultural Heritage and places. 


Question 5: Are the proposed development controls for coastal environment areas appropriate for that land? 


Answer: Yes the proposed development controls for coastal environment areas are appropriate and includes 


the protection of any Aboriginal cultural heritage and places. 


Question 7: Is the inclusion of the catchments of the 15 sensitive lakes (listed in Schedule 1) within the coastal 


environment area appropriate? 
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Answer: N/A 


Question 8: Which is the best option for mapping the coastal use area? Is the proposed approach to mapping 


of the coastal use area for the Sydney metropolitan area appropriate? 


Answer: Option 3-generally one kilometre landward of the mean high water mark. Council may proposed to 


increase the area, or decrease it to no less than 500 metres. 


Question 9: Should councils be able to propose variation to the Coastal Use Area maps over time to take into 


account local characteristics and circumstances? 


Answer: Yes. 


Question 10: Are the proposed development controls for mapped coastal use areas appropriate for that land? 

Answer: The proposed development controls protect Aboriginal Cultural heritage and places although these 

controls must also consider the Aboriginal cultural landscape (see [2015] NSWLEC 1465 Darkinjung Local 

Aboriginal Land Council v Minister for Planning and Infrastructure Darkinjung Local Aboriginal Land Council v 

Ministerfor Planning and Infrastructure & Anor; Australian Walkabout Wildlife Park Pty Limited (ACN 115 219 

791) as Trustee for the Gerald and Catherine Barnard Family Trust v Minister for Planning and Infrastructure & 

A nor. https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/564a9ec2e4 b003c5681 fa bbe}. 

Question 11: Should the current exempt development and complying development provisions be retained for 


coastal management areas be retained? 


Answer: No. Exempt development and Complying development provisions do not consider Aboriginal cultural 


heritage and places. Exempt development and complying development must consider Aboriginal cultural 


heritage and cultural landscape including, the Advertising and Signage Exempt Development Code and House 


Alterations Code (external alteration) and any activities including minor landscaping which requires ground 


disturbance in area ofAboriginal cultural sensitive. 


Question 12: Should consideration be given to applying other controls for this area? For example what types of 


exempts and complying development might be appropriate in coastal wetlands and littoral rainforests or in the 


catchment of sensitive coastal lakes and lagoons? 


Answer: All developments must consider Aboriginal cultural heritage places and the Aboriginal cultural 


landscape within these culturally sensitives landscapes. 


Question 13: Should any provisions be retained to allow the use of emergency coastal protection works in 


emergency situations? What limitations should be put on such works being undertaken by private individuals 


or public authorities? 


Answer: Emergency coastal protection works in emergency situations should be allowed although the works 


must consider any impacts on, or the destruction of Aboriginal cultural heritage prior to emergency works 


taking place. This includes contacting the Office of Environment and Heritage and the Local Aboriginal Land 


Council. 


Discussion: 


It is of concern that under the current New South Wales Planning Legislation, the importance of Aboriginal 


Culture and Heritage is not considered in the case of applications for Complying Developments. Specifically, 


the NSW Government Planning and Environment Complying Development Information Sheet's and 


Commercial and Industrial Complying Development do not address Culture and Heritage or Archaeology at all. 


The Central Coast is very rich in Aboriginal Cultural Heritage sites and places. These are significance to 


Aboriginal people not only for the resources they provide or for the cultural heritage sites they contain but 
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importantly for the spiritual values they hold. These cultural landscapes, terrestrial and marine settings hold 

the stories of our past and our ancestral creation beings that made these places. Any threat to the 

sustainability of the landscape is also a threat to any Aboriginal cultural heritage sites and places within these 

areas. Impacts that cause landscape and waterway degradation, loss of native vegetation, erosion to 

foreshores and beaches (including sea level rise) and certain development is a major concern for the 

maintenance and protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage sites, places and spiritualty. 

A matter for concern is a property at 396 Booker Bay Road, Booker Bay which development was approved by a 

private certifier with no consideration of the Aboriginal cultural Heritage located within the property or the 

previous Archeological investigation which had been carried out. 

In 2015 Darkinjung LALC reported to the Office of Environment and Heritages' 'Enviroline' the damage of 

Aboriginal site within the property by construction work, the incident is still under investigation with the Office 

of Environment and Heritage compliance. 

With consideration of the above the following is also recommended, 

Recommendations: 

1. 	 Ensure Aboriginal Culture, Heritage and Archaeology is considered in all applications within known 

culturally sensitive areas. 

2. 	 A 'Cu lturally Sensitive Landscape' layer should be a requirement of all GIS mapping layer as part of 

any local council Electronic Mapping System. 

3. 	 The layer, 'Culturally Sensit ive Landscape' includes all coastal frontage, waterways, lagoons, wetlands, 

ridgelines and valleys and in particular areas with minimal previous disturbance as sensitive Aboriginal 

cultural landscapes which required certain consideration prior to DA approval. 

4. 	 The current NSW Government Planning and Environment Fact Sheet documents should be revised in 

regards to Complying Development, and that Aboriginal Culture, Heritage and Archaeology is 

specifically required to be considered in this process. 

5. 	 Where possible these controls should be provisions within the State Environmental Planning Policy 

(SEPP) and all Local councils, Local Environment Plans (LEP) or Development Control Plans (DCP) and 

Plansof Management (POM). 

If you wish to discuss these recommendations please do not hesitate to contact me on the number listed 

above. 

Thanking you 

s.~ 
Sharon Hodgetts 
Senior Project Officer Culture and Heritage 
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